***CORRECTIONS TO:*** Nguyen, K. T., Liang, W.-K., Muggleton, N. G., Huang, N. E., & Juan, C.-H. (2019). Human visual steady-state responses to amplitude-modulated flicker: Latency measurement. *Journal of Vision*, *19*(14):14. <https://doi.org/10.1167/19.14.14>.

When this article was first published, the source of the dataset utilized in the study was not cited. The dataset is from a 2019 article by Nguyen et al. published in *Scientific Reports*: <https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-019-53286-z>. The first sentence of the EEG data acquisition and preprocessing section of this *JOV* article should be:

The dataset utilized in this study was originally reported by Nguyen et al., 2019.

In addition, the Nguyen et al. article should be included in the References of this *JOV* article:

Nguyen, K. T., Liang, W.-K., Lee, V., Chang, W.-S., Muggleton, N. G., Yeh, J.-R., Huang, N. E., Juan, C.-H. (2019). Unraveling nonlinear electrophysiologic processes in the human visual system with full dimension spectral analysis. *Scientific Reports*, *9*(1), 16919.
